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ON AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF C*-ALGEBRAS

BY

MI-SOO BAE SMITH

I. Introduction. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and SC(H) the algebra of

all bounded operators on a Hubert space H. C(X; <SC(H)) is the C*-algebra of all

continuous ¿¡P(H)-\alued functions defined on X, with the sup-norm. The study of

automorphisms of such algebras has been initiated by Kadison and Ringrose in

[13, IV, Example d] where the case H finite dimensional is studied in some

detail. A similar study of the case H infinite dimensional (and X a separable

compact Hausdorff space) has been made by E. C. Lance [18] and independently by

moi-même.

In the present work we study center-fixing automorphisms of 91 = C(X; B),

where Xis an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space, and Ba C*-algebra. We introduce

the notion of "locally-inner" automorphisms of C(X; B), by "localizing" the

definition of inner automorphisms. The precise definition requires several pre-

liminary properties of center-fixing automorphisms and is given in §111.

The locally-inner automorphisms form a subgroup of Aut (9Í), the automorphism

group of 91, which we denote by loc-Inn (91). By the definition of loc-Inn (91) we

will have an inclusion loc-Inn (9l)çCF (91), the center-fixing automorphism group

of 9Í. If H is finite dimensional, then loc-Inn (C(X; &(H)) = CF (C(X; &(H))) [13].

For a general Hubert space H we establish (Theorem 3.5) an isomorphism of

topological groups

loc-Inn (C(X; &(H))) = C(X; Aut (&(H)))

where C(X; Aut (.§?(//))) denotes the group of continuous maps/: X -> Aut (£f(H)).

This occupies the major portion of §111.

With the aid of a theorem of Kallman [14], we find (Corollary 3.18) that

CF (9C) = loc-Inn (91) when X is a separable compact Hausdorff space and 91 =

C(X; JiP(H)). Every inner automorphism is locally-inner and Inn (91), the inner

automorphism group of 91, is a normal subgroup of loc-Inn (9Í). As a consequence

of the results of §111 (Theorem 4.1) and a result of Kuiper [16] we obtain for

infinite-dimensional H a natural isomorphism of groups

loc-Inn (9i)/Inn (91) = H2(X; Z),

where H2(X; Z) denotes the 2nd Cech cohomology group of X with coefficients in
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the ring of integers Z. When Zis separable, combining the above results with those

of Lance [18] we obtain (Corollary 4.2)

CF (51) = 7t(2I) = loc-Inn (91)

as a consequence. We also obtain for separable X the equality

Inn (9t) = Aut0 (21)   (= the identity component of Aut (91)).

These results overlap with those of Lance in [18].

In §V we discuss relations between the carefully ideal preserving automorphisms

and CF (91) where 91 is C(A"; B). Specifically, when X is separable we obtain

T0(9t) = 7r(9i) = CF (9Í)

where T0(9f) denotes the group of carefully ideal preserving automorphisms of 91

(compare the results of Lance in [17]).

The presentation below is an outgrowth of the author's Thesis submitted to

Yale University in partial fullfillment of the requirements of the Ph.D. degree.

II. Preliminaries. In this paper it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

basic results of the theory of C*-algebras and their ^representations as may be

found in [20], early chapters of [2], [3] or [4]. Also those propositions for which no

proofs are given are elementary and may be verified by the reader.

Definition and Conventions. Throughout this paper a C*-algebra will always mean

a C*-algebra over the complex numbers C, with identity which is usually denoted

by I.

If 91 is a C*-algebra an automorphism of 91 is an isomorphism of complex

vector spaces a: 5Í -*■ 91 such that

(1) a(A*) = a(A)* for all A e 9f,

(2) a(AB) = a(A)a(B) for all A, B e 91,

(3) «(/)=/.

The set of all automorphisms of 9t is denoted by Aut (91) ; it is a group in a natural

way, the group operation being a composition of mappings.

If 5 is a complex Banach space then L(S) denotes the algebra of all bounded

linear operators on S.IfTe L(S) we define

||r|| =     sup     ||n»||.
»eS;||sllSl

This defines a norm on S?(S).

If 9Í is a C*-algebra then 91 is semisimple with unique topology (in the sense of

[19]) and thus any automorphism of 91 is continuous in the norm topology of 91.

Hence Aut (9l)c^f(9t) and we may equip Aut (9t) with the relative topology. In

this topology Aut (91) becomes a topological group.

Note that any automorphism of 91 is an isometry [6].
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Definition of various subgroups of Aut (9t). Let 9Í be a C*-algebra acting on a

Hubert space H. An automorphism a e Aut (91) is said to be extendible if there is an

automorphism & of the weak operator closure 9Í ™ of 9t such that a\% = a: 91 -*> 9Í.

An automorphism a e Aut (9Í) is said to be spatial if there is a unitary operator U

on H such that for all A e 91, a(A)=UAU*. a e Aut (91) is said to be weakly-inner

if it is spatial and U can be chosen in the weak operator closure of 91.

An automorphism a e Aut (91) is inner if there exists a unitary element U e 91

such that a(A)= UAU* for all A e 9Í. Note that an inner automorphism of 91 is

weakly-inner in any faithful ^representation of 91.

Let 91 be an abstract C*-algebra. If <p is a faithful ^representation of 91 on a

Hubert space, <p-Ext (9t) denotes the group of those elements a of Aut (91) for which

cpacp-1 is extendible; ct„(91) denotes the group of those elements a of Aut (9Í) for

which cpacp'1 is spatial; <p-Inn (91) denotes the group of those elements a of Aut (51)

for which cpacp'1 is weakly-inner. Let 7r(9l) = n«> <p-Inn (91), where the intersection is

taken over all faithful ^representations 93 of 91. 7r(9t) is called the permanently

weakly-inner (orir-inner) automorphisms of 91. The group of all inner automorphisms

of 91 is denoted by Inn (91). The connected component of / e Aut (9Í) (in the uniform

topology) is denoted by Aut0 (91).

These subgroups of Aut (91) were defined and studied by Kadison and Ringrose

in [13].

An automorphism ce e Aut (91) is said to be center-fixing if a leaves the elements of

the center Z(9I) elementwise fixed ; i.e. a(A) = A for all A e Z(9l).

Proposition. Let 9X be a C*-algebra. Then the set of all center-fixing auto-

morphisms of'informs a subgroup of Aut (91).    □

The subgroup of Aut (91) consisting of all the center-fixing automorphisms of 9Í

is denoted by CF (91), and is referred to as the center-fixing automorphism group

of 9Í. Note that Inn (91) ç CF (91).

Some results from the work of Kadison and Ringrose [13]. It is convenient to have

available some of the results of [13] concerning inclusion relations between the

subgroups of Aut (9t) introduced above. The remainder of this section is devoted

to a summary of the relevant facts from [13].

TheoremA [13, Theorem 7]. Let 91 be a C*-algebra anda e Aut (91) with \\a—I\\

< 2. Then a lies in a norm-continuous one parameter subgroup of Aut (91). Such

subgroups  generate   Aut0 (91). Each element of Aut0 (91) is ir-inner.

It follows from Theorem A that one has inclusions

Aut0 W Ç tt(9Í) ç <p-Inn (91) S ^(91) £ <p-Ext (91)

where <p is any faithful *-representation of 91. Since Aut0 (91) contains an open ball

with center / and radius 2 in Aut (9Í) it follows that each of tt(91), <p-Inn (91),

CT«>(2t), 9-Ext (91) is also an open subgroup of Aut (9Í). Hence they are all closed too.
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Furthermore, Aut0 (91) and ir(9i) are normal subgroups of Aut (9t), while in

general, <p-Inn (91), ̂ (91) and <p-Ext (91) are not [13, pp. 48^19 after Corollary 9].

The inner automorphism group Inn (9Í) of 91 is contained in tt(91), and is a normal

subgroup of Aut (91). Generally, it is not true that Aut0 (91) is contained in Inn (91)

[13, p. 49].
Various examples in [13] show that all possible equalities and inequalities

among the above inclusion relations actually occur. The interesting results are as

follows :

Theorem B [13, Corollary 9]. If% is a C*-algebra with a faithful *-representa-

tion w as a von Neumann algebra, then

Inn (91) = Aut0 (3Í) = M%) = <P"Inn W

and each element of Aut0 (9Í) lies on a norm-continuous one parameter subgroup of

Aut (91).

Theorem C [13, IV, Example b]. Let 9t be the C*-algebra of compact operators

on a separable Hubert space with the identity operator I adjoined. (Thus every element

Ae'ñ has the form al+ K, where aeC and K is a compact operator.) Then Aut0 (9Í)

= Aut (9l)=7r(9l), and 9Í admits noninner permanently weakly-inner automorphisms,

i.e. Inn (9t)C¿7r(9l). Since Inn (9l) = (/), 91 also provides an example where

Aut0 (91) ç Inn (9t).

Theorem D [13, IV, Example d]. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, 3Kn the

C*-algebra of all (nxri)-matrices with complex entries and % = C(X; 2KB) the C*-

algebra of all continuous functions from X to 9Dtn. (The norm in 91 is the sup-norm,

i.e. iffe C(X; 2R„) then ||/||=sup*eX \\f(x)\\.) Then

CF (91) = 7r(9l) = <p-Inn (31)

and

Aut0 (31) = Inn (91) ç ^(91).

All the possible equality and inequality relations among the inclusions in

Theorem D can actually occur for a suitable choice of X. For example, if X=In, the

«-dimensional cell, then [13, p. 57]

Aut0 W = Inn (91) = tt(91).

If X= U(ri)IS\ where U(ri) is the unitary group in 2K„, S1 the circle group of diagonal

matrices in U(ri), then [13, p. 67] if n^3,

Auto (31) ¥= Inn (9Í) ^ 7r(9t).

If X=S\ the circle, then [13]

Auto W # Inn (91) = tt(9í).
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If X=RP(3)=U(2)/S1 the real projective 3-space, then [13, p. 59] Aut0(9t) =

Inn(9t)^(9t).

Center-fixing automorphisms. Let 91 be a C*-algebra. As noted above the auto-

morphisms of 91 fixing the center of 91 form a subgroup of Aut (9Í) denoted by

CF (91). In this section some inclusion relations between CF (91) and other sub-

groups of Aut (9t) will be discussed.

Lemma 2.1. Let SU be a C*-algebra and <p a faithful *-representation of 91 on a

Hilbert space H. Then

9>-Inn (91) c CF (91).        □

As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the inclusions discussed above we have

inclusions

Aut0 (3Í) S 7r(3l) £ <p-Inn (91) S CF (91) S Aut (91)

and

Inn (91) S „(91) çz ,,-Inn (91) S CF (91) S Aut (9t).

Thus CF (91) contains an open ball in Aut (9t) with center I and radius 2. Thus

CF (9t) is open and a closed subgroup of Aut (91).

Lemma 2.2. 7/91 is a C*-algebra then CF (91) is a normal subgroup of Aut (91).    □

We will find it convenient to make use of tensor products of C*-algebras in the

remaining sections. We recall some of the relevant facts here.

Tensor products and cross-norms. If H and K are Hilbert spaces then we may

introduce the Hilbert space tensor product H <g) K [2, p. 23], [19]. If 9t and 23

are C*-algebras with ""-representations <p: 9Í -*• ̂ C(H), fa: 33 -> SC(K) then we denote

by <p (g> t/> the algebraic tensor product ""-representation <p <g> t/¡ : 9Í ® 33 -^■¿tf(H ® K)

(<P 8> fa(A ® B)(£ ® ,) = <p(A)(0 <g> faB)(ri),

where A e 91, 5 g 33, f 6 Ä, ij e K.

Theorem E (Wulfsohn [26, Theorem 1]). Let 91 and S3 be C*-algebras, <p, fa

faithful *-representations o/9I on H, H' respectively, and fa fa faithful *-represent-

ations of 33 on K and K' respectively. Then for any A¡ e 9Í, B¡ e 33

¡2 <r<At) g> 0(A)| = ||2 ?'(4) ® f (*l)|

wAere iAe norms are the norms in ¿¡?(H ® K) and f£(H' ® K') respectively.

Definition. Let 9t and 33 be C*-algebras with faithful ""-representations <p, tfi on

H and K respectively. The completion of <p(9l) <g) </i(33) in the norm topology on

<e(H ® K) is denoted by 91 <g>* 33.
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Remark. By Theorem E, 91 (g>* 93 is independent of the choice of faithful

^representations <p and 0.

In [27] Wulfsohn has shown that the cross-norm on 91 g>* 93 introduced above

coincides with the a0-norm of Turumaru [26].

III. Locally inner automorphisms. Let A" be a compact Hausdorff space and B

be a Banach algebra over C. We denote by C(X; B) the sup-norm algebra of all

continuous functions /: X -> B. If B is a C*-algebra so is C(X; B) and if B has an

identity so does C(A"; B).

Notation. Let A" be a compact Hausdorff space and B be a Banach algebra. If

BeB we denote by B: X^- B the constant function at Be B. This is clearly con-

tinuous and thus B e C(X; B). The function ~ : B -> C(X; B) imbeds B in C(A"; B)

in a natural way.

Let A1 be a compact Hausdorff space and B a C*-algebra over C. We define a

function

e:C(X)®B-+C(X;B)

by

Á If ® b\{x) = 2/wA.
\i = l / i = l

This function is continuous in the C*-topology and extends to provide an iso-

morphism [18], [19], [21], [24]

e:C(X)®*B^C(X;B)

of C*-algebras.

This isomorphism will prove a useful technical tool for us in this section.

We introduce, and fix, throughout this section, the following notation :

Notation. A" is a compact Hausdorff space;

H is a Hubert space over C;

B denotes a C*-algebra;

C(A"; B) is the sup-norm algebra of all continuous/: X^-B;

1l = C(X;B);

Aut (9Í) is the group of automorphisms of 91 with the uniform topology;

Aut (B) is the group of all automorphisms of B with the uniform topology;

C(X; A\it(B)) is the group of all continuous functions A'—>-Aut (ZJ), under

pointwise multiplication. We equip C(X; Aut (B)) with the compact-open topology.

It is a topological group.

We turn now to the definition of locally-inner automorphisms of 91. This will

require some preparation.

Notation, e: Xx C(X; B) -> Bis the evaluation mapping given by e(x, f) =f(x).

If x e X we denote by

ex:C(X;B)^B

the mapping given by ex(f) = e(x,f).
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Proposition 3.1. The evaluation mapping e: X ® C(X; B)^ B is continuous.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the norm topology contains the compact-

open topology. See, for example, R. H. Fox, Topologies for function spaces, Bull.

Amer. Math. Soc. 51 (1945), 429^132.    D

Lemma 3.2. Ifae CF (91) and xe X, then a(ker ex)sker ex.

Proof. We will use the tensor product representation C(X; B) = C(X) ®* B.

Under this identification the evaluation mapping ex is given by the extension of

ex: C(X) ®B->B\ ex{^f ® B^ = 2f(x)Bt.

Let SUt be the maximal two sided ideal in C(X) determined by xe X, i.e.

m={feC(X) \f(x) = 0}. 50c is again a C*-algebra, albeit without identity. Thus

aJt ®* B is defined and Tt ®* B^ C(X) ®* B is a two sided ideal. Direct com-

putation shows that Tt ®* fi=ker ex.

Suppose Mx e Sic, B¡ e B, i = 1, 2,..., n. Then

(n \ n n

2 Mi ® ba = 2 a(Mi ®Bt) = 2 «km ® /)(/ ® ßi)]
i=i       /   i i

n

= 2 «(m ® /w/ ® ̂oi
n

= 2 (m ® /)«(/ ® a),i

since a is center-fixing and Z(C(X) ®* B)=C(X) ® / and 5Wc ® /<= C(Z) ® /

Applying the evaluation map to both sides of the above equality then gives

exJ 2 Mi ® BA =  2 Mi(x)ex(a(I ® Bt)) = 0,
\i=l / i=l

since Mi e 2Jc. Since the elements of the form 2"=i M¡ ® Bu for finite «>0, are

dense in 50c ®* 2? = ker ex and a, ex are continuous with respect to the *-topology

on C(X) ®* B, it follows that ex(a(A)) = 0 for any A e 9JÎ ®* B=ker e*, and thus

cc(ker ex)^ker ex, as was to be shown.    □

Remark. Let 5 be a closed subspace of X. Iff: S -*> C is any continuous function

then by Tietze's extension theorem there exists an extension off, F: X-^-C.

The inclusion 5 <h* X induces by restriction a homomorphism of C*-algebras

(notice it is norm decreasing)

P:C(X;B)^C(S;B).
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Using the tensor product identifications we see that p is onto. For suppose/ e C(S),

Bte B, i= 1,..., n. Choose extensions F( e C(X) such that Fi\s=fi, i= 1,..., n.

Then

^2 pi ® B) = 2/* ® B'-

Recall p is continuous with respect to the *-topology, C(X; B) is complete, and the

elements of the form 2"=i/¡ <S> Bt are dense in C(S) <g)* B. It follows that p is onto

as claimed.

Thus given f: S-^ B there exists an extension F: X^>B. If F' is another such

extension then F— F'\s: S-+B is the constant function at 0 e B. Thus for any

s e S and a e CF (C(X; B)), (F-F')(s) = 0. Therefore a(F)|s = a(F')|s: S^B.

Definition. If a e CF (9Í) and 5 is a closed subspace of X define a\s: C(S; B)

-^C(S;B)by

*\s(f)(x) = a(F)(x)

where F: X-*■ B is any extension of/ such that Fe 91. This is well defined by the

above remark.

Proposition 3.3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, S^X a closed subspace.

Let Bbea C*-algebra, and a e CF (C(A"; B)). Then

a\s:C(S;B)-+C(S;B),

is a center-fixing automorphism ofC(S; B).

If p: C(X; B) -> C(S; B) is the homomorphism of C*-algebras given by restriction

then the diagram

C(X;B)-

C(S;B)-

-* C(A-; B)

P

-> C(S; B)

is commutative. Thus

a\s: CF (C(A"; B)) -> CF (C(S; B))

is a continuous homomorphism of topological groups.

Proof. The verifications are all routine.    □

We introduce now a subgroup of Aut (9Í) that will be of interest throughout the

remainder of this paper.

Notation. If A1 is a topological space and S<= A" is a subspace, then the closure

of S in X is denoted by S.
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Definition. Let A" be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra, and 91 =

C(X; B). If a e CF (9t) then a is locally-inner iff there exists an open covering

Sx,..., SN of A" such that a\Si is inner, i=l,..., N. The set of all locally inner

automorphisms is denoted by loc-Inn (91).

Proposition 3.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and

% = C(X; B). Then loc-Inn (91) is a subgroup o/Aut (91) and

Inn (91) S loc-Inn (91) s CF (91).

Proof. If a, ß e loc-Inn (9() then there exist open covers {Si,..., SN}, {Tx,..., TM}

of X with a\St, j'=l,..., N, ß\rj,j= I,---, M, inner. It then follows that ß~1\rl,

j = i,..., M, is inner. Let Vx<x,..., VN<M be the open cover of X given by VtJ =

S¡ n Tj. It is immediate that aß'1]^ t is inner, and thus loc-Inn (91) is a subgroup of

Aut (91).    □

The main result of this section is:

Theorem 3.5. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra, and

9Í = C(X; B). Then there exists a natural isomorphism of topological groups

- : loc-Inn (91) -> C(X; Aut (B)).

The proof of Theorem 3.5 will occupy most of the remainder of this section.

Definition. Let   a e CF (9f)   and   xe X.   Define   a   function   àx: B-+ B  by

&x(B) = a(B)(x).

Thus for a e CF (9Í) and xe X, àx is the function given by the composition

BJZ+ C(X; B) -^U C(X; B) -?** B.

Lemma 3.6. Ifae CF (9Í) and xe X, then äx: B -> B is a continuous ^-preserving

linear map.    □

Lemma 3.7. If a, ß e CF (91) and xeX, then ((ßa)~)x=ßx ■ &x.

Proof. For the sake of clarity in writing compositions of mappings we introduce

the notation p: B->C(X; B) for the imbedding ~ : £-> C(A"; B).

From the definition we then have ((ßa)~)x = exßap and ßx-&x = exßpexap. Note

that exp: B^ B is the identity map, and thus exap = expexap.

Let BeB. Then

aP(B) - pexap(B) e ker ex.

Since ß e CF (9t) it follows from Lemma 3.2 that ß ker e^cker ex. Therefore

ßap(B)—ßpexap(B) e ker ex.

Hence

exßap(B)-exßPexaP(B) = 0,
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i.e.

exßaP(B) = exßPexap(B)

for all Be B. From the definition of ~ this means

((ßcc)~)x(B) = ßx-äx(B)

for all B e B, and thus ((ßa)~)x=ßx-äx as was to be shown.    □

Proposition 3.8. If a e CF (9t) and xe X then àx: B -> B is an automorphism of

B.

Proof. It is a routine task to show that äx is multiplicative. From Lemma 3.7 it

follows that

(«-»X, = (*xy\

Then the proposition follows from Lemma 3.6.    □

Definition. If «eCF(9t)  let  à:X^Aut(B) be the  function  defined  by

ä(x) = äx.

Proposition 3.9. Let X, B, 91 be as above. Then for any a e CF (91), à : X -> Aut (B)

is strongly continuous.

Proof. Let {xA | À e A} be a convergent net in X with limit x. Then for any

BeB, {(xA, B) | A e A} is a convergent net in A'x C(X; B) with limit (x, B). From

the definition of à we have

lim à(x,)(B) = lim e(xÁ, a(B)) = e(x, a(B)) = ä(x)(B),
AeA AeA

since e: Xx C(X; B)-* B is continuous. Thus for each BeB

lim ä(xJ(B) = ä(x)(B).
ASA

Thus a takes convergent nets in X into strongly convergent nets in B and hence

â is strongly continuous.    □

Since the strong operator and uniform topologies of Aut (B) coincide when H

is finite dimensional we obtain

Corollary 3.10. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H a finite-dimensional

Hilbert space, Bç Sf(H) and 9t = C(X; B). Then for any a e CF (91), à : X -> Aut (B)

is continuous in the uniform topology.    □

If the dimension of H is not finite we have not succeeded in showing à: X-+

Aut (B) is continuous for all a e CF (91), in general. But, when X is separable and

B=J¡f(H) then we may establish the continuity of à with the aid of the following

theorem of Kallman [14].
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Theorem F (Kallman). Let R be any von Neumann algebra, <pn elements of the

automorphism group of R (n>Q) such that ||<pn(Z) — Z|| ->0 (rcf co) for all TeR.

Then \\<pn-I\\ ->0(«tco).

Theorem 3.11. Suppose that X is a separable compact Hausdorff space, B=S£(H)

for a Hilbert space H, and <ñ = C(X;B). 7/«eCF(9t) then à: X^Aut(B) is

continuous in the uniform operator topology.

Proof. As X is separable it will suffice to show that for each convergent sequence

{xn | xn e X} with limit xe Xwe have

lim  ||¿ë(jc„) — à(x)\\ = 0.
n-*oo

By replacing à by â(x)_1à we are reduced to considering the case where ä(x)=I. By

Proposition 3.9 we have

lim   ||â(xn)(Z)-/|| = 0
n-» co

for all Te B. Applying Kallman's theorem to the von Neumann algebra B=¿¡f(H)

now yields the desired conclusion.    □

Attempts to extend Theorem 3.11 to arbitrary C*-algebras would seem to depend

on extending Kallman's theorem to a more general family of C*-algebras than

J?(H).

Conjecture. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and H a Hilbert space,

B=<e(H) and 9t = C(X;£). Then for any aeCF(9i), à: A^Aut(Ä) is con-

tinuous in the uniform topology.

While we are unable to settle the continuity of ~ in general we do have :

Theorem 3.12. Let Xbe a compact Hausdorff space, H a Hilbert space, B=Jtf(H)

and 91 = C(X; B). If ae CF (91) then ä: X-^- Aut (B) is continuous in the uniform

operator topology iffae loc-Inn (91).

Remark. It follows from Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.10 that CF(9I) =

loc-Inn (9Í) when the dimension of H is finite. We conjecture that this equality

holds with no restriction on H.

The proof of Theorem 3.12 will require some preparation.

Notation. "U is the set of unitary elements of B. It is a topological group when

equipped with the induced topology from B.

Let co: "^ -^ Aut (B) be the function defined by w(U)=UBU* for all BeB.

It follows from Kaplansky's theorem [3], [4] that co : <W -> Aut (B) is a surjection

of abstract groups. The kernel of co consists of those unitary elements U such that

UBU* = B for all BeB, i.e. ker co = ^T n Z(B). Since Z(B) = CI it follows that

ker o) = S1I, where S1 is the circle group.

Combining these observations with some calculations we obtain :
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Proposition 3.13. The homomorphism co : <W —> Aut (B) is a continuous-open

surjection and induces an isomorphism of topological groups cô: «W/S1 -+• Aut (B).

Proof. The fact that a» is continuous is obvious. To see that co is open one may

employ Lemma 5 of [13] or the following more elementary computation due to

C. L. Fefferman.

Lemma. Let U e <%. Then there exists t e S1 such that

\\tU-I\\  í 2ir||cü(£/)-/||.

Proof of Lemma. Let U eli. By the spectral theorem we have the spectral

representation

U=       ei6dEe.
Jo

Let ewi, ewzeo(U). Let e>0 and choose e-eigenvectors x,y corresponding to

ewi, eie2 respectively. Where we mean that x is an e-eigenvector if

\Ux-eteix\ < e\x\,

where |  | denotes the norm in H. We may assume that |jc| = 1 = \y\.

Let A be the linear operator on H defined by Az = (z, x)y, ze H. Then Ax=y,

and

U*x = U'xx = e'wix+z

where |z| -»■ 0 as e —> 0.

AU*x = e~wiAx + Az = e~ieiy + Az,

UAU*x = e'wiUy + w = e^'^y + w,

where \w\ -> 0 as e -*■ 0.

By definition

\\to(U)-l\\ =   sup   \\UBU*-B\\
IIBIISl

=   sup   sup \UBU~1v — Bv\.
IIBIISl   IdISI

Therefore

\\oj(U)-I\\ ^ \UAU*x-Ax\

= \em*~B¿Ax — Ax + w\

^ leWa-V-ll |^jc| — |w|

= |c«ea-e»x)_1|_jw|

= \ei02-ewi\ \e-wi\-\w\

= \ew2—ewi\ — \w\.

Thus

(*) \\œ(U)-I\\ Z \e,e2-eiei\-\w\.
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Denote by A(U) the diameter of the spectrum of U, i.e.

A(U) = sup \eie-ew'\.
exp(¡9),exp (i0')ecr(£7)

Taking the sup of both sides in (*) gives

||co(í/)-/||  ^  A(U)-r)

for any r¡ > 0. Therefore

||co((7)-/|| = A(U).

On the other hand, let t = ewo e a(U). Then

II r2" II
\\U-tI\\ = (ew-eiao)dEe\\

II Jo

= 27T     sup     \eie — eiao\
exp(ifl)e<r(E7)

^ 2ttA(í/).

Thus there exists t e o(U)<=S1, with

\\tU-I\\ = [ir-tiil ^2^(67)

S   2tt\\oj(U)-I\\. D

With the aid of this lemma we obtain the openness of o> as follows. Since to is a

homomorphism it suffices to show that to is open at /. Let

NE = {Ue^i | \U-I\ < ¿}

be a basic open neighbourhood of I e°ll. We wish to exhibit a small open neigh-

bourhood of I e Aut (B) contained in o>(Ns). Consider the open set

c% = {ZeAut(20| ¡T-1¡ <el3n}.

Let TeGE. There exists Ue^i such that w(U) = T, as we remarked above. By the

Lemma above there exists t e S1 such that

\\tU-I\\  Ú 27r||to(C/)-/|| = 2t7||Z-7||  < e.

But w(tU) = ai(U). Therefore Te co(Ns). Hence G£^w(Ne) as required.

Thus the induced isomorphism ¿ó: °ll¡Sx -> Aut (B) is an isomorphism of

topological groups, where W/S1 is equipped with the quotient topology.    □

Notation. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and G is a topological group we

denote by C(X, G) the group of all continuous functions X-+ G. The group

operation is the pointwise product. We equip C(X, G) with the compact-open

topology making it into a topological group.

Corollary 3.14. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H a Hilbert space and

B=£P(H). Then co induces a natural isomorphism of topological groups

w* : C(X; Ql/S1) -^-> C(X, Aut (B)).       Q
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Recollections from algebraic topology. We assume that the reader is familiar with

basic ideas of fiber bundle theory [11, pp. 39^*1], [23, pp. 432-437], [24, Part I].

The following fundamental property of principal G-bundles will be used later.

Covering Homotopy Theorem [23, Theorem 7.2.6] or [24, Theorem 11.3].

Let G be a topological group and (E, p.) a principal G-bundle. Let X be a topological

space and suppose given

(1) ft: Af-> E/G, te[0, I] a homotopy class of mappings, and

(2) f0: X-> E a map such that pf0=fo- Then there exists a homotopy ft: Af-> E,

te[0, 1], of f0, such that the following diagram commutes for all te[0, I], i.e.

Pft=ft for all te [0,1].

Let H be a (complex) Hubert space, B=SC(H) and °U the unitary elements in

5. Then

p-.W^W/S1

is a principal S1-bundle, where S1=Z(%) acts on 35f by left translation [11, p. 41].

Lemma 3.15. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra. Then an ele-

ment fe C(X; B) is unitary ifff(x) is unitary in Bfor all xe X.    □

Proposition 3.16. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H a Hilbert space,

B=Se(H) and% = C(X; B). Then a e Aut (91) is inner iff there exists a map &: X-><%

such that co& = ä: X-^~ Aut (B).

Proof. Suppose that a is inner. Then from Lemma 3.15 it follows that there

exists S e 91, â: X^<% such that a(f) = âfâ* for all fe C(X; B). Let Be B and

xe X. Then from the definition of à we have

â(x)(B) = a(B)(x) = a(x)B(x)a*(x) = à(x)Bâ(x)*.

Thus for each xe Xthe automorphism à(x) e Aut (B) agrees with the inner auto-

morphism B —> â(x)B&(x)*. Recalling our identification ¿3 : W/S1 ~ Aut (B) this

means that the diagram

X —*-+ Aut (B)

commutes, i.e. coâ=5.
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Conversely, suppose that there exists &: X^-Qi such that co& = ä: X^- Aut (B).

Define an automorphism

ß: 91 -* 9t | ß(Mx) = â(x)f(x)«(x)*.

This is the inner automorphism of 91 determined by â £ C(X, J?) = 9I.

We assert that ß = a. For suppose that/e C(X, B). Let xe X. Then ex(f- (f(x))~)

= 0. Therefore since a, ß e CF (91) it follows from Lemma 3.2 that

ex(of-a((f(x)~))) = 0

and

ex(ßf-ß((f(x))~)) = 0.
Thus

(aß(x) = a((f(x))~)(x) = &(x)(f(x)),

(ßfXx) = ß((f(x))~)(x) = ß(x)(f(x)).

Now ß being inner we have by direct computation (compare above) that

ß(x)(f(x)) = &(x)f(x)&(x)*.

But by hypothesis

&(x)f(x)&(x)* = a(x)(f(x)).

Therefore, combining these equalities yields

(af)(x) = &(x)(f(x)) = à(x)f(x)â(x)*

= ß(x)(f(x)) = (ßf)(x).

Hence (cf)(x) = (ßf)(x) for all x e X and thus af=ßf Since fe C(X, B) was arbi-

trary it follows that af=ßf=&f&* for all/e C(A", B) and hence a is inner.    □

Proof of Theorem 3.12. Suppose that a e CF (91) is locally inner. Let Sx,..., SN

be an open cover of Xsuch that a\s¡ is inner, i=l,..., N.

From Proposition 3.3 it follows that we have a commutative diagram

inclusion
1 ^"

and thus ä|$i = (a|s1)~. Since a\s¡ is an inner automorphism of C(S„ B) it follows

from Proposition 3.16 that there is a continuous function (a|S()~: Si-^^f such

that the diagram
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commutes. Thus (a|s()~ : St -*■ Aut (B) is the composition of two continuous maps

and hence is continuous. Therefore â|s : Sx -*■ Aut (B) is continuous. Since

Sx,...,Sf, is an open cover of Xand â|Sl,..., ¿t|s¡í are continuous, it follows that

ä is continuous.

Conversely suppose that à: X^ Aut (B) is continuous. Under the identification

cô : ^¿¡S1 = Aut (B) the mapping w : % -> Aut (B) becomes a locally trivial fiber

bundle. Thus there exists an open cover {Gx | A e A} of Aut (B) and continuous

functions sx:G^^<W such that cojA = 1 : GK -> Gx.

Since à is continuous {S_1c\ \ Xe A} is an open cover of X. Since Xis compact

Hausdorff we may select a finite open covering Sl7 ■ ■ -, SN of A' with SjC:«-1^,

i=l,..., N, for some A1;..., XN e A. (This process is called shrinking the cover.)

Therefore a(Si)<=GÁ¡.

Define a, : S¡ -> ^i by a¡=jAict|Sl. Then

("|s,)~  = à\s   = û)(îaœ|s) = co&¡.

Hence by Proposition 3.16 a|St is inner. Therefore Si,...,Sn is an open cover of A"

such that a\Sl,..., a\Sll are inner and hence a is locally inner.    □

Proof of Theorem 3.5. It follows from Theorem 3.12 that we may define a

function

~ : loc-Inn (91) -* C(X, Aut (B))

by a -> à.

To show that ~ is a homomorphism of abstract groups recall that the group

operation on C(X, Aut (B)) is pointwise multiplication. Thus we need only show

that for each xeX, a, ß e loc-Inn (9t) that ((ßa)~)(x)=ß(x)ä(x). But since

loc-Inn (9l)cCF (91), this follows from Lemma 3.7.

The continuity and openness of ~ are exercises in the use of the compact-open

topology.

To prove that ~ is an isomorphism of abstract groups we define a function

~: C(X, Aut (B)) -> loc-Inn (91)

as follows.

Let y e C(X, Aut (B)). For any fe C(X, B) define $(f)(x) = (<p(x))(f(x)), for any

xe X. Note that cp/is the composite

X^XxX^BxAutW^B

and hence is continuous (compare Proposition 3.1). Thus $ defines a function

<P : C(X, B) -s- C(X, B). Direct computation shows that $ e Aut (91). If fe Z(9t),

then there exists a continuous function g: X-^-C such that/=gL Thus for any

xeX

(¿COX*) = <pix)(f(x)) = <p(x)(g(x)I)

= g(x)<p(x)I = g(x)I = f(x).
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Therefore 0(/)=/and 0 e CF (91).

For any BeB and xe Xwe have

$~(x)(B) = <p(B)(x) = cp(x)(B(x))

= cp(x)(B).

and therefore

0~ = cp: X-+Aut(B).

Hence 0~ is a continuous function and therefore 0 e loc-Inn (91) by Theorem 3.12.

This defines ~.

Routine calculation shows that

~: C(A-, Aut (B)) -> loc-Inn (91)

is a homomorphism of abstract groups.

We have already seen that 0~ =<p for any cp e C(X, Aut (B)). If ß e loc-Inn (91)

then for any fe C(X, B), xe X,

ex(f-(f(x))~) = 0.

Thus (compare the proof of Proposition 3.16) by Lemma 3.2,

(ßf)(x) = ß(f(x)~)(x).

Therefore from the definitions of ~ and ~ we have for any a e loc-Inn (91)

(¿r/)(x) = ä~(f(x))~(x) = ä(x)((f(x))~(x))

= â(x)(f(x)) = a(f(x))~(x)

= («COX*)-

Therefore a^f= a/and hence a-"1 = a. Therefore A and ~ are inverse isomorphisms of

abstract groups and the result follows.    □

Corollary 3.17. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H a Hubert space,

B=St?(fl) and 9t = C(A', B). Then there exists a natural isomorphism of topological

groups - : loc-Inn (9f) = C(Z, <%/S1);where<Vt<=BistheunitarygroupandS1 = Z(qt).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.13.    □

Corollary 3.18. Let X be a separable compact Hausdorff space, H a Hubert

space, B=Se(H) and% = C(X; B). Then CF (91) = loc-Inn (91).

Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.11 and 3.12.    □

IV. A special case. In this section we will apply the results of the previous

section to the algebra C(X; ¿f(H)) when H is infinite dimensional. We shall need

the following remarkable theorem of Kuiper.
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Theorem G (Kuiper [16]). Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and<W

the unitary group of H. Then 3äf is contractible in the uniform topology.

Notation. If X and Y are topological spaces we denote by [X, Y] the set of

homotopy classes of maps/: X-*- Y. The homotopy class off is denoted by [/].

If G is a topological group then [X, G] may be given the structure of discrete

group by pointwise multiplication (of representatives) of homotopy classes.

Recollection from algebraic topology. If w is an abelian group and « is a positive

integer, an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type (it, ri) is a topological space K(n, ri)

such that

wt(JC(ir, ri)) = n   if i = n,

= 0   ifi^n,

where 7r,( ) denotes the ith-homotopy group [23].

For example, the circle, S1, is a K(Z, l)-space, where Z is the additive group of

integers.

The spaces K(tt, ri) have a natural abelian group structure and thus for any

space X, [X, K(tt, ri)] is an abelian group. In fact for any compact space X there is

a natural isomorphism [23] of abelian groups,

[X,K(7T,ri)] = Ê»(X;n),

where Hn(X, it) denotes the «th Cech cohomology group of X with coefficients in

■n. If A" is a "nice" space (for example, a cell complex with the weak topology, i.e.

a cw-complex) then

[X,K(Tr,n)] = H»(X;n),

where Hn(X; it) denotes the nth singular cohomology group of X with coefficients

in -n. More precisely, for such nice spaces, Cech and singular cohomologies are

naturally isomorphic [28].

If G is a topological group and p: E-> E/G is a principal G-bundle then there is an

exact homotopy sequence [23, Theorem 7.2.10], [24, Theorem 17.4],

„

-► trie) —» »,(£) £*+ n(E/G) -% «rt-i(G3 —► • • ■.

If E is contractible then irl(E) = 0 for all i^O, and hence

8:^i(E/G)^7Ti_x(G)

is an isomorphism for all i>0.

We may apply these considerations to the principal ^-bundle W -4> %/S1. Since

we have assumed H to be infinite dimensional °ll is contractible by the theorem of

Kuiper. Therefore
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for all i=l. Since S1 is a K(Z, l)-space we obtain

ttí(W/S1) = Z   if/= 2,

= 0   if//2.

Thus 'W/S1 is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type (Z, 2).

Notation. Let A" be a topological space and G be a topological group. Denote

by C0(X; G) the subgroup of C(X; G) consisting of the null-homotopic maps. If X

is compact Hausdorff then CoiA"; G) is just the identity component of C(X; G)

with the compact open topology.

CoiA"; G) is a normal subgroup of C(X; G) and there is a natural isomorphism

of discrete groups,

C(X; G)/C0(X; G) = [X, G]    [23].

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H an infinite-dimensional

Hubert space, B=SC(H) and 9t = C(A"; B). Then there is a natural isomorphism of

groups loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91) = H2(X; Z). If moreover X is separable, we have the

isomorphism of groups

loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91) = H2(X; Z) = CF (9i)/Inn (91).

Proof. By 3.18, loc-Inn (9t) = C(Ar; Qf/S1). By Proposition 3.16,

Inn (91) = p*C(X; <W).

Now we assert that

p*C(X; «r) = C0(X; W/S1)

where C0(X; W/S1) is the subgroup of C(X; W/S1) consisting of the null-homo-

topic maps.

For suppose cp: X-> W/S1 is null homotopic. Choose a homotopy cpt: X^- Qt/S1,

t e [0, 1 ], with <pi = <p and <p0 = the constant map at / e W/S1. Let <p0 : X -*■ W be the

constant map at Ie<%l. Clearly pcp0 = cp0. Therefore by the covering homotopy

theorem there exists a homotopy <p¡: X^Qf with pcpt = cpt for all te [0, 1]. Let

cp = cpx. Then pcp = <p and hence y ep*C(X; tH). Thus p+C(X; %)^> C0(X; ¿U/S1).

Conversely if cp e p+C(X; <M) then we may choose <p e C(X; *%£) with pcp = cp. Since

"U is contractible by Kuiper's theorem, it follows that cp is null homotopic. Let

cpt: X^>^1 be a homotopy with <p0=constant map at Ie<%i and cpx = cp. Then

<Pt=P9t is a homotopy from <p to the constant map at IeQt/S1. Thus cp is null

homotopic and hence p*C(X; W)<=C0(X; <îl). Combining this with 3.16 and 3.17

we obtain

loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91) = C(A-; W/S1)/C0(X; %/S1)

= [X, m/s1].

Since 'W/S1 is a ÄTZ, 2)-space this yields

loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91) = H2(X; Z)

as claimed. Using 3.18 we obtain the case where X is separable.    □
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Remark. E. C. Lance has shown [18] that when X is separable 7r(9l)/Inn (91)

= H2(X; Z). Thus we obtain

Corollary 4.2. If X is a separable compact Hausdorff space, B=3?(H)for an

infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, and 91 = C(X; B), then

tt(91) = CF (91) = loc-Inn (91).    □

Also,

Theorem 4.3. If X is a separable compact Hausdorff space, B=£P(H) for an

infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, and 91 = C(X; B) then Aut0 (91) = Inn (91) where

Aut0 (31) is the identity component of Aut (9t).

Proof. Let us denote by C0(X; W/S1) and CF0 (91) the identity components of

topological groups C(X; %/S1) and CF (91), respectively. First we want to show that

(1) C0(X; W/S1) = Inn (91).

By 3.16 we know Inn (9i)=^*C(Ar; <%). Also in the proof of 4.1 we saw p*C(X; <&)

is null homotopic to C(X; W/S1). But it is well known that [23]/: X-+W/S1 is null

homotopic if and only if/belongs to the identity component of C(A~; W/S1), where

C(A"; W/S1) is equipped with the compact-open topology. Thus Inn (91) =

C0(X; W/S1), obtaining (1).

Next we note

(2) CF0 (91) = Auto (31).

For by [13] and the remark in §11 we have

Aut0 (31) = ""(91) ç CF (91) çz Aut (91).

So CF (91) is open, and Aut0 (9t) = CF0 (91).

Hence we only have to show Inn (9t) = CF0 (9Í) in order to complete the proof

of the theorem. But by Corollaries 3.17 and 3.18 we know that

C(A"; W/S1) = loc-Inn (91) = CF (91).

Hence CF0 Cñ) = C0(X; W/S1). But by (1), we obtain

CF0 (91) = C0(A-; W/S1) = Inn («).    Q

Remark. Theorem 4.3 has been obtained by Lance also, see [18].

More generally, when Aris not separable we have the following:

If 91 is a C*-algebra recall that Aut0 (9Í) is the identity component of Aut (9Í)

in the norm topology.

Proposition 4.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H an infinite-dimensional

Hilbert space, B=&(H)and% = C(X; B). Then Inn (9t)çAut0 (91).
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Proof. By Proposition 3.15 and Proposition 3.14 ~ induces an isomorphism of

topological groups (compare with the proof of Theorem 4.1)

~ : Inn (9t) ~ p*C(X; <%).

By Kuiper's theorem "U is contractible and hence C(X; %) is connected [22].

Therefore p#C(X; %) is connected and hence Inn (9Í) is connected. Thus we must

have Inn (9t) £ Auto (9Í).    D

Remark. Proposition 4.4 is in striking contrast with the case when dim H is finite.

In [13, Example d] it is shown that Aut0 (91) ç Inn (9Í) when dim H is finite.

Conjecture. If A" is a compact Hausdorff space, H an infinite-dimensional

Hubert space, B=£C(B) and 91 = C(X; B) then Inn (91) = Aut0 (9Í).

This conjecture is closely related to (and would follow from) the continuity of a.

Corollary 4.5. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hubert space, B=£P(H), and G

a finitely generated abelian group. Then there exists a separable compact Hausdorff

space X such that G = CF (9I)/Inn (91) = loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91), where 9t = C(Ar; B).

Proof. According to Theorem 4.1 we need only construct a separable compact

Hausdorff space X with H2(X; Z) = G. However this is well-known algebraic

topology [23, Example C.6, p. 206].    □

Corollary 4.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, H an infinite-dimensional

Hubert space, B=ä?(H) and 9i=C(Ar; B). Then loc-Inn (9l)/Inn (91) is abelian. If

moreover X is separable then CF (9i)/Inn (91) is always an abelian group.

Proof. H2(X; Z) is always abelian.    □

Remark. Corollary 4.6 is in striking contrast to the situation when H is finite

dimensional. For in the finite-dimensional case loc-Inn (91) = CF (91) and the

examples constructed in [13] show that CF (9l)/Inn (9Í) need not be abelian.

V. Miscellaneous results. In this section we collect various miscellaneous

results concerning automorphisms of the C*-algebras C(A"; B).

The C(X)-module structure. Let A" be a compact Hausdorff space and B a C*-

algebra. Denote by C(X) the C*-algebra C(A"; C). There is a natural map

p.: C(X) <g>* C(A-; B) -* C(A-; B)

given by the *-linear continuous extension of the mapping

[p-(f®g)](x)=f(x)-g(x)eB

where fe C(X) and g e C(X; B). We denote p.(f®g) by fog. This provides

C(A"; B) with the structure of an (continuous) algebra over the algebra C(X).

Proposition 5.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra with

Z(B) = CI. An automorphism ofC(X; B) is center-fixing iff it is an automorphism of

C(X)-algebras.
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Proof. Suppose a e CF (C(A"; B)). Let/e C(X), g e C(X; B). Then

«(/°g) = «((/°/)s).

Since/o le Z(C(X; B)) we obtain in addition

«(/° 1?) = «t/° 7)«(g) = (f° J)<*(g) = f° «(¿?)

and thus ot is an automorphism of C(A")-modules. Since it is also a C*-algebra

isomorphism it is an isomorphism of C(Ar)-algebras.

Next suppose that a is an automorphism of C(A')-algebras. Then a is an auto-

morphism of the C*-algebra C(X; B). Let/e Z(C(X; B)), then there exists g : X^ C

such that/=g o I and hence

«CO = a(goI) = go a(I) = g o I = f

and a is center-fixing as required.    □

Carefully ideal preserving automorphisms.

Definition. Let 91 be a C*-algebra. An automorphism a of 91 is said to be ideal

preserving iff a(J)^J for every closed two sided ideal J of 91.

An automorphism a of 91 is said to be carefully ideal preserving iff a(J)=J for

each closed two sided ideal / in 91.

In this subsection we study the relation between center-fixing and ideal pre-

serving automorphisms of the C*-algebras C(A"; B).

We will use portions of the theory of §111.

Notation. Let 91 be a C*-algebra. Denote by r(9t) the set of all ideal preserving

automorphisms of 91. Note that r(9f) is only a subsemigroup of Aut (9t).

Denote by r0(9t) the set of all carefully ideal preserving automorphisms of 9Í.

Note that t0(9I) is a subgroup of Aut (91) [17].

Let A" be a compact Hausdorff space and B a C*-algebra. Let J^Bbe a closed

two sided ideal in B and x e X a fixed point. Define J(x) in C(A"; B) by

J(x) = {feC(X;B)\f(x)eJ}.

Then one readily checks that J(x) is a closed two sided ideal in C(X; B). These

ideals may be used to describe the general form of the closed two sided ideals in

C(X; B). For the proof of the next theorem we refer to [5], [15].

Theorem H (I. Kaplansky). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and B a

C*-algebra. If /<= C(A"; B) is a closed two sided ideal then there exists a closed

subset S<=X and for each xeS a closed two sided ideal JX^B such that

J=C\xesJx(x).

Proposition 5.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra, and

91 = C(X; B). If a e CF (91) and x e X then

[«(/)] (x) = [a(f(x))~](x)

for allfe 9t.
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Proof. Let/e 91. Then ex(f-(f(x))~) = 0. Thus by Lemma 3.2

exW-(f(x))~)] = 0.

But this is by definition

Hf)](x)-Hf(x))~](x) = o,

and the result follows.    □

Remark. This result has been used at several key points in §111 and points out

the "local" nature of center-fixing automorphisms of C(A"; B).

Lemma 5.3. Let Xbe a compact Hausdorff space, Ba C*-algebra and(ñ = C(X; B).

Let /c B be a closed two sided ideal and xe X a fixed point of X. Assume in addition

that CF (B)^t0(B). Then for any a e CF (91), a(J(x))=J(x).

Proof. Let/e J(x). By Proposition 5.2

(af)(x) = a(f(x))~(x) = àx(f(x)).

It follows directly from the definition of the function ~ given in §111 that &x is a

center-fixing automorphism of B. Since we have assumed that CF (£)Çt0(Z?) it

follows that àx(f(x)) eJ. Therefore (af)(x) eJ and hence feJ(x). Thus a(J(x))^

J(x). But a-1 is also in CF (91) and hence a~\J(x))^J(x). Applying a to both sides

of this latter inclusion gives J(x) Ç a(J(x)), and hence a(J(x)) =J(x) as required.    □

Remarks. (1) The hypothesis CF (B)^t0(B) is often satisfied. For example if

B=ä?(H), where H is a Hubert space, then every automorphism of B is inner, and

hence carefully ideal preserving. If B has only one closed two sided proper ideal,

e.g. Z?=the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a Hubert space H with identity

adjoined, then every automorphism of B is carefully ideal preserving.

(2) Setting X= point we see that the assumption CF (B)^t0(B) is clearly

necessary for the conclusion of Lemma 5.3 to hold.

The next proposition provides numerous additional examples of C*-algebras

such that CF (9t)s t0(9Í).

Proposition 5.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and

<& = C(X; B). Assume in addition that CF (B)çr0(B). Then CF (9î)Çt0(91).

Proof. It is immediate from Theorem H and Lemma 5.3.    □

Lemma 5.5. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra, % = C(X; B),

and a e t(91). Then for any fe 9Í

(af)(x) = a(f(x))~(x),

for any xe X.

Proof. Let xe Xand set /= ker ex. ThenJ is a closed two sided ideal in 91. Let

/e9í. Then /— (f(x))~ eJ and since a is ideal preserving a(f—(f(x))~)eJ, i.e.

«(/)(x) = a(f(x)) ~ (x), as required.    □
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Lemma 5.6. Let Xbea compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and'il = C(X; B).

Let a e t(91). Then for each xe X, àxe t(B).

Proof. Let xe X and J<= B a closed two sided ideal. Let BeJ. Then Be J(x).

By definition of äx, äx(B) = a(B)(x). Since a e r(9t), a(J(x))^J(x). Therefore

a(B) e J(x) and hence a(B)(x) e J. Thus äx(B) e J. Hence &X(J) £/ as required.    □

By applying the identical argument to à"1 we obtain

Lemma 5.7. Let Xbea compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and 91 = C( X; B).

Let a e t0(9í). Then for each xe X, äx e t0(B).    □

Proposition 5.8. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and

9t = C(A"; B). Assume in addition that r(B)çCF (B). Then t(9î)çCF (91).

Proof. Let « e t(91) and fe Z(9t). Then (since Z(9t) = C( X; Z(B))) f(x) e Z(B)

for all xe X. Thus for each x e X we have by Lemma 5.5

(af)(x) = a(f(x))~(x) = ax(f(x)).

By Lemma 5.6 ax e t(B) and hence by our hypothesis on B, âx e CF (B). Therefore

àx(f(x))=f(x). Thus (af)(x)=f(x) and hence a is center-fixing. Thus t(9I)çCF (9t).

D
Remarks. (1) If Z(£) = C-7 then CF(fi) = Aut (5) and thus clearly t(B)çCF (5).

(2) Z(B) = C-1 for B=Se(H), Ha Hilbert space, or 5=33, the C*-algebra of all

compact operators on a Hilbert space with identity adjoined. Thus our hypotheses

are satisfied in these cases.

(3) Setting X= point shows that the hypotheses on B in Proposition 5.8 are

necessary.

Theorem 5.9. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, B a C*-algebra and

9C = C(Ar; B). Assume in addition that t0(B) = CF (B) = t(B). Then

r0(91) = CF (91) = r(9i).

Proof. Since t0(£) = CF (B) it follows from Proposition 5.4 that CF (9l)çrTo(9[).

Since t(B) = CF(B) it follows from Proposition 5.8 that t(91);=CF (9t). Thus we

have inclusions

t(91) s CF (91) £ r0(9t).

Since T0(9l)çT(9t) by definition, the result follows.    Q

Remarks. (1) The assumption that t0(B) = CF (B) is clearly redundant, for

t(B) = CF (B) then t(B) is a group and as noted previously this implies r(B) = r0(B).

(2) Note that the hypotheses on B are satisfied when B=áC(H), H a Hilbert

space, or ZJ=93, the C*-algebra of compact operators with identity adjoined.

Corollary 5.10. Let 91, B be as in Theorem 5.9. Then t(91) is a subgroup of

Aut (91).    □
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Corollary 5.11. Let X be a separable compact Hausdorff space, B=£P(H) and

ft=CPf; £). Then
r0(9t) = CF (9t) = t(91) = tt(9I).

Proof. Immediate from Corollary 4.2, Theorem 5.9 and Remark (1) after

Lemma 5.3.    □
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